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The decision of the Tribunal was as follows:-
 
Respondent’s Case:

 
The respondent received notification in January 2009 that work was slowing down in company
MM.  Staff were duly notified of lay off.  Lay off occurred in the third week in January.  Shortly
afterwards work became available in company MM and staff were re-hired.
 
Following lay-off the appellant and a fellow employee sought a meeting with the MD.  The MD
duly met them.  MD said that work would be available again and undertook to contact the appellant
when work became available. The appellant said he did not wish to resume work with company
MM.  He said he wanted redundancy.
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 Appellant’s Case:

 
Following the appellant’s lay off he spoke to the MD.  The MD told him that work might not be

available  again  for  weeks  or  months.   The  respondent  undertook  to  contact  the  appellant  in  the

event of work becoming available. He did not revert to the appellant when work became available

shortly afterwards. The MD also informed him that he was self employed and therefore not entitled

to  a  redundancy  payment.   He  received  a  text  message  from  the  respondent  in  March  2009

concerning work.   
 
Determination:
 
The Tribunal carefully considered the evidence adduced at the hearing.  The Tribunal accepts the
evidence of the respondent.  A genuine redundancy situation did not exist and therefore the appeal
under the Redundancy Payments Acts, 1967 to 2007 fails.
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